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SETTING THE STANDARD – AGAIN.
In 1977, Howard Leight® introduced AirSoft,® setting the standard for comfort, fit and
protection with its unique air pocket design. In 2006, AirSoft elevates its groundbreaking air pocket design to the next level for superior protection. Utilizing advances
in acoustical engineering, AirSoft’s new internal fins create an interlocking, noiseblocking barrier within the air pocket, providing dependable attenuation for all wearers
upon proper insertion. AirSoft’s new four flange profile creates a better seal in the ear
canal, delivering optimal protection and increased comfort for long-term wear.

Setting the Standard – Again

1977

Advanced Air Pocket Design

2006

In 1977, Howard Leight® set the industry standard for
comfort and protection with the introduction of AirSoft,®
the first earplug to feature a patented air pocket design.
AirSoft’s innovative design was widely recognized and
adopted as the “industry standard” in multiple-use inear protection. Linking this history of success with new
advances of material science and innovative design,
our improved AirSoft raises the bar yet again.

AirSoft elevates its groundbreaking air pocket design to
the next level for superior protection. Utilizing advances
in acoustical engineering, AirSoft’s new internal fins
create an interlocking, noise-blocking barrier within the
air pocket, providing dependable attenuation for all
wearers upon proper insertion. AirSoft also attenuates
better across all frequencies, offering the highest multipleuse protection with an NRR 27.

Improved AirSoft design – optimized
superior fit,
AirSoft Performance Profile
®

Feature

Advanced Air Pocket Design

Four Flange Profile

Improved Handling

Outstanding Noise-Blocking Protection

Optimized Profile

* Uncorded
Molded

Optimized for exceptional in-ear comfort, AirSoft’s
new four flange design creates a better seal in
the ear canal, delivering optimal protection and
increased comfort for long-term wear. At the
same time, AirSoft’s firm stem and tapered shape
facilitate easy insertion/ removal and cause the
earplug to sit comfortably in the ear canal.

27 NRR
DPAS-1 Flip-Top Box | AS-30 Safety Impact Case

* Red Polycord

for
comfort and protection.

Molded

27 NRR
DPAS-30R Flip-Top Box | AS-30R Safety Impact Case

Description

Benefit
• Create interlocking noise-blocking barrier

• Internal fins

• Four soft, rounded flanges

• Provides dependable attenuation for almost all
wearers (upon proper insertion)

* White Nylon Cord
Molded

• Less pressure inside the ear canal
eliminates that plugged-up feeling
• Increased comfort, especially for long-term wear

• Firm stem
• Tapered shape

• Facilitates easier insertion/removal from ear canal
• Fits better in the ear canal

27 NRR
DPAS-30W Flip-Top Box | AS-30W Safety Impact Case

• NRR 27

• Independently tested, highest attenuation in multiple-use

More information available at www.hearingportal.com

